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GERMANS IN STRENGTH IN ITALY

By Douglas Brass, Representing the Combined Press

Allied Force H.Q.

Wednesdays

The Italian Government's military surrender does not mean the Allied armies

have a simple occupation ahead of them. It means only this: the cessation of hostilities

between the armed forces of Italy and those of the United Nations. The Gomans are

in strength in Italy. They will resist our penetration of the country as the

penetration approaches their own. They expect us to continue the offensive. They

may have expected the Italian defalcation they were not foolish enough not to make

preparations to meet-each of these contingencies.

The Germans knew, as well as we, that the Allied occupation of Italy would

reduce the entire Mediterranean to an Allied lake, that it would bring tremendous

Allied air strength within easy reach of a great part of Germany and all of Bulgaria,

Rumania, Hungary and Austria, In central and southern Italy there are at least a hundred

good airfields and satellites. Based on Foggia, one of the main groups, Fortresses

with an operating arc from Foggia runs through Ploesti oilfields, Warsaw, Berlin and

goes within eighty miles of Paris. German Europe would be between two fires, Germans

know too just how well equipped in airfields is the Lombardy Plain of Northern Italy
and just how Fortresses based there could bomb as far north as Copenhagen, Brest

and would be only fifty-five minutes from Berlin, With landing grounds here Fortresses

would have a hundred miles less to fly to the German capital than the bombers based

on England,

Italy has made peace and we can celebrate the fact. But we must carefully
avoid feverish over optimism. The Italians are ours - and how they detest their

former bedfellows - but Italy is not ours yet. Gomany’s military position is

slowly, steadily deteriorating. She is reaching the stage of fiercest, most desperate

resistance. It is unreasonable to expect her to relinquish one more outpost without

bitter sacrifice.
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